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AGENT HEADSHOT

807 Cornell Ave
Webster Groves, 63119

Circa 1930:                      This 1 bed/1 bath dollhouse is what easy living dreams are made of. 
Plus, it.is.SO. CEUUUTE! The curb appeal, with its sweet front porch, hints to the 
interior. Entering, there is unexpected spaciousness for a house of this size from 
the natural light, the updated clean fawn colored flooring, the fresh paint and the 
natural flow from the front of the house to the back. Once beyond the house 
there is potential for more outdoor living space with the groundwork set by the 
brick patio and the open back yard. This house will have a passed Webster 
Groves occupancy for you making it that much easier to move in. Some finishing 
touches are still needed, and there is room for a few improvements making this 
house the sweat equity potential so many are searching for. We can't wait to 
introduce you to your new house!

Dede Dooley

(314) 497-2145
Dede.Dooley@CircaSTL.com
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Floorplan Disclaimer: 
All measurements are 
approximate and not 
guaranteed to be exact 
or to scale. Buyer should 
confirm measurements 
using their own sources 
prior to purchasing or 
writing an offer. Not for 
use with appraisal or 
assessment.

VISIT 807CORNELL.COM FOR VIRTUAL TOUR AND MORE INFORMATION
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P Barbre park is 5 blocks from here!
P Ivory Crockett Park is 2 blocks from here
P The deer creek and Lorraine Davis

greenway is 3 blocks away
P refrigerator to stay!
P Downtown Webster Groves is just under 1

mile away!
PWasher and Dryer to stay
P Great space  for potential to add a cubby

for the fridge
P Light fixture is here and ready for you to

install to add an easy of the moment
detail!


